Results of the vote for the motions raised at the ICCV 2013 PAMI-TC Meeting
New this year: electronic voting

- We are using electronic voting for motions raised at CVPR and ICCV
- Attendees voted on three motions using the CVF voting website
- Registration access key used as a unique identifier: only one vote could be cast
- 560 attendees voted
Motion 2: GC Paper Submission

“General chairs are permitted to submit papers to ICCV, but only if the program chairs guarantee that the general chairs will have the exact same access and software privileges regarding the reviewing process that are available to every author.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 382
No: 175
Motion 3: Bylaws and Charter

“The revised TC bylaws and new ICCV charter are hereby adopted.”

Motion Passes
Yes: 496
No: 38
Venice: 285
Paris: 275